Qfix AirDrive Caddie™ is the Newest Addition to the Symphony® Portfolio for Patient Positioning, Transport, and Transfer Efficiency

*Symphony AirShuttle™ and AirDrive™ solutions enable a single patient setup and transfer from one modality to another.*

Patient transfer can be a necessary, but often difficult task for medical professionals depending on the specific imaging and treatment needs for each individual. Using a Symphony solution, which combines an AirShuttle transfer device with an AirDrive source, allows medical professionals to safely transfer a patient without lifting or straining, all while maintaining proper positioning for imaging and treatment.

The AirDrive Caddie transfer technology powers AirShuttle transfer devices in imaging modalities including CT, X-Ray, ultrasound, fluoroscopy, MRI (up to 3 Tesla), and radiation therapy environments including brachytherapy. This technology enables safe patient transfer, even over gaps and uneven surfaces. Medical professionals now have a compact AirDrive that provides optimum smooth transfer performance for most imaging and treatment applications.

For further information on the Symphony portfolio of solutions, please see: [https://qfix.com/catalog/patient-transfer](https://qfix.com/catalog/patient-transfer)
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About Qfix
Qfix is a world leader in radiotherapy dedicated to helping medical professionals provide the best patient care with the world's finest positioning devices to enhance the probability of positive patient outcomes. For more information, visit www.Qfix.com.